Days End Farm Horse Rescue Takes On 2022 World Horse Expo

DEFHR staff had a wonderful time meeting new people and sharing our horses and our mission with everyone that stopped by our booth at the 2022 World Horse Expo March 3-6, 2022, in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

In addition, Assistant Trainer Leigha Schrader and Vinni the Mini performed their inspiring liberty act and Community Outreach Coordinator Anastasia Schiavi hosted a fun class for horse-loving kids.

Thanks to our staff who made this happen, and to the event attendees we met. If you're interested in learning more about DEFHR and our programs, click the button below.

Indiana's Happily Ever After

We love receiving updates from our adopters and learning how DEFHR equine graduates are doing in their new homes. We recently heard from Indiana's adopter and are happy to report that this special mare is thriving in Virginia with a wonderful family. She has been enjoying the trails and her happily ever after.

Thank you to all of our adopters for providing DEFHR horses with a safe transition and a loving home. Every horse adopted allows us to invite even more horses in need into our program. If you're interested in learning more about our adoption program visit, defhr.org/ADOPT.

Scout Day Registration Is Open

Our popular Girl/Boy Scout Day is back. Individual Scouts and entire troops are invited to a two-hour hands-on program on Saturday, April 23, 2022, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Participants will take a tour of the farm and enjoy time leading and grooming horses as well as learning about our horse training program. All Scouts will receive a DEFHR patch. The cost is $10 per Scout. Registration closes April 16, 2022.

In the News

Horse Illustrated

"Make Me a Match: Adoption Experts Create the Perfect Horse-Owner Match"

DEFHR Head Trainer Sara Strauss sheds light on DEFHR's process for matching horses to adopters and shares her advice for people considering a rescue horse. Tap the button below to read Sara's thoughts, alongside other equine adoption experts, in this article for Horse Illustrated.

Horse Network

"Sandy Fain: The Volunteer Who Helps Rescue Horses Shine"

Our wonderful volunteer trainer Sandy Fain is highlighted along with recent DEFHR graduate Nifty Nanook in our ongoing Horse Network column. Click the button below to learn how Sandy develops close bonds with his equine students, including Nanook, and how he helps prepare them for their forever homes.

Featured Horse of the Month: Gia

27-year-old Paso Fino mare, 14hh

Gia is a sweet mare looking for a forever home to spend her retirement days. Available for adoption as a non-riding companion, Gia is calm and patient yet responsive to humans. At 27 years old, she would love to find someone who will spend time grooming her and giving her a lot of scratches. Gia is easy to catch, leads, ties, and stands well. This beautiful gal would fit right in with anyone willing to provide her with a quiet home.

Email adopt@DEFHR.org for details about Gia.

Follow Us on TikTok

DEFHR is on TikTok! From feed time with 75+ horses to meeting new arrivals, we want to take you behind the scenes and show you what life is like at the farm.

Follow @DaysEndFarmHorseRescue on TikTok

Share DEFHR's story! For media inquiries, editorial content, or interviews, please contact Kara Pinato Scro at kara@jumpmediallc.com.